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About This Game

Morphite is a casual atmospheric FPS, set in a low poly stylized universe.

This is the story of Myrah Kale, a young woman whose life takes a sudden turn when a simple mission develops into an epic
interstellar journey revealing her mysterious past and relation to a coveted substance called Morphite.

Myrah will voyage to the furthest corners of space and explore uncharted procedurally-generated planets, each with diverse
landscapes and teeming with exotic flora and fauna. With the help of a scanner, Myrah will sell biological information for ship,

suit and weapon upgrades.

Inside Myrah’s vessel, players will engage in random encounters with real-time space combat, trade with other travelers across
the galaxy and navigate outer space with Morphite’s easy-to-use Starmap system.

Features

 Procedurally generated universe: Morphite features tons of generated planets to discover, all with their own flora and
fauna. Besides their individual beauty, visiting planets will prove vital for gathering resources, researching creatures, and
gaining skills towards strengthening your character.

 Platforming: Morphite will feature platforming elements in order to explore new landscapes and structures. This is
designed with the same mindset as other classic platforms: to be fun and intuitive, even within first and third person
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views.

 Research and exploration: There is a heavy emphasis on discovery. While players are free to battle every creature they
find (many of which are hostile), they can optionally choose to simply scan each creature to gain vital data to sell later.

 Planet and spacecraft combat: While discovery is paramount, Morphite will also feature hostile environments, creatures,
and boss battles. Combat will take place on planets and also in space during random encounters. Upgrading your
weaponry will be essential to surviving.

 Deep single player story: 15 planets are hand crafted and pertain specifically to the plot. These planets will exist for the
player to further the story when they are ready. The main storyline is also fully voiced in English.

 Character and ship upgrades: While planetside, players will be able to locate rare scans to craft new suit abilities.
Additionally, players can locate shops all over the galaxy to upgrade and augment their power suit, ship, and weapons.
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Title: Morphite
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Crescent Moon Games, We're Five Games, Blowfish Studios
Publisher:
Crescent Moon Games
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017
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Do you like Contra? Do you like Ninja Gaiden (the original trilogy)? Do you like the difficult games of NES age and the
infamous rage that fits it? This game is for the retro gamers who grew up on this stuff. The ancient art of NES!

This game (as the devs say) is full of "Nestalgia" (NES Nostalgia). Like Contra, you can shoot in multiple directions. Like Ninja
Gaiden, you get more than one hitpoint. And even with a jetpack, you're going to find there's hell to pay. As for the price? You
can't really go wrong for $1. Though if you want to pay less, it may go on sale.

PROS:
NES Nostalgia
Easy to pick up and play

CONS:
NES HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAARD

If you want to satisfy those NES Nostalgia cravings and relive those days of NES rage, then you can't go wrong. Give it a shot.
Relive those old Konami days!!!

7/10. I watched a review of the new Trackmania game but since I was so cheap and didn't want to pay 40 bucks for Turbo, I
installed this one. The graphics look decent enough and the gameplay is a lot of fun. The cars behave really well and it is the
only racing game I would rather not play with a gamepad (and so shouldn't you). It is definetly worth the 10 bucks, I would say.
There are two other Trackmania 2 games - Canyon and Valley. I have no idea if they are better or worse. But they are definetly
twice as expensive.. Fun to play w\/ friends and alone, as long as they revive you when needed.
8\/8 gr8 b8 m8. Good and familiar Spiderweb game. Character creation and levelling is sadly very simplified compared to their
earlier games, but it's still a good experience if you like turn based story driven RPGs.. oldie but worth to try. I bought this game
for sale and I'm glad I did. This game is great! The story line is filled with shallow characters, but the plot certainly was
entertaining. The different chapter settings and items, event challenges, and gradual increase of tasks help break up the
monotony of the 'time management' game concept over 90 levels. Achievements are mostly unlocked as you play through the
whole game. It's fun, girly fun!. gud. Hope this was helpful. :]
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Having played each of its predecessors, I was expecting to find this game fun enough to play for a while and then put down; but
in fact I've found it surprisingly sticky. It's not the game I play for hours on end, but it has a firm niche as the game I'll play
when I have just a half hour or so to play.

The 3D map is a bit hard to work with; it could really use a way to pan around so you can see more distant parts of the map (and
a way to reset to your actual position, of course).

Even more desperately it needs a search function to find systems (whose names are known from the start) or planets\/features
that you have discovered. In several of the possible plots there are messages that name a specific system, leaving you squinting
at the map trying to find it.

Despite those QoL problems, this game marks the point at which there are finally enough random things in various pools
(especially possible plots) that playing it several times back to back doesn't become boring.

I've come to despise the label "rogue-like", which more and more is the refuge of game designers who can't come up with
anything better than a random map with no story. But this game is really as interesting and deep as Rogue was; if you've never
played a game in this series you will likely be discovering and trying new things for a dozen or more playthroughs before you
start to work on "winning". Unlike Rogue, though, even a successful playthrough is only a few hours of your life spent, not days
- and that makes dying and restarting a cause to decide whether you want to go to bed yet, instead of a cause to decide whether
you want to throw your computer across the room.. well i liked this game at first but during chapter 2 the first cutscene in the
graveyard consistently crashes the game so as of writing this review the game is broken i have tried all the fixes given and from
what the discussion tab says there is no fix

Edit: i've managed to play on another computer and enjoyed the rest. Nice arena game, we haven't seen a good FPS arena game
for a long time, and this game brings many promises, and one of them is to completely use the old-style system (like Serious
Sam), but in a modern game.
I'd recommend you to buy this game, if you are interested in a revolutionary way to play FPS arena games, this will be a nice
project, completely supported by its developers and will continously be updated. -Short Review-

+ Pros:

*Good art style
(The backgrounds range from farmlands, a mysterious orphanage, to a dark mine; plus some cutscenes include FMV and the
actors can be entertaining to watch)

*Cozy, relaxing atmosphere

*Good music

*Interesting story
(Pretty basic detective story, with an eerie phantom scaring people away, but it's not a bad trait)

- Cons:

*The bonus game - which is unlocked after completing the main game - is found in the Extras menu.
(It would've been nice if this was showcased on the game's main menu for ease of access, it felt kind of hidden)

*Some puzzle instructions are a little vague, which can make them a bit more difficult to play with.
(I ended up skipping a couple because I just didn't understand some of the concepts)

**Overall: A fairly nice HOG with a charming storyline and aesthetic; wonderful to play on a lazy day.
$10 does seem a bit much for roughly 4-5 hours of gameplay, so, buy on sale if you prefer to do so.
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+ . + . + . + .

I had been curious about this game for awhile, and after watching a couple of videos to sample it, I decided to have a go.

You play as a young investigative reporter who picks up an old case involving an abandoned orphanage, which closed down
shortly after the children began seeing an eerie figure dressed in a red robe roaming the property.
Is there really a ghost haunting Linden Shades, or is there something more sinister going on?

I admit, the story isn't anything new, but the aesthetics of the game were wonderful and relaxing, and the puzzles were unique
and enjoyable enough. And, some of the AMV cutscenes were fun to watch since the acting was rather cheesy, but nice for what
it is.

My only complaint, however minor, is the fact that - after finishing the game - the bonus game (a small epilogue chapter to the
story of Linden Shades) is kind of hidden in the Extras menu as opposed to being in plain sight in the main menu.
Also, I was a little disappointed that it was only a half-hour long, but it was still enjoyable.

The game was fun, and I do see some replay value, so I'm pretty happy with the results.. This game has an interesting system
where you pick a character, then you get additional party members that vary (archer, priest wizard etc.). You can also chose a
skill to begin the game with. The combat is nice and has a 90's final fantasy feel to it. There are lots of characters to chose from
(main characters) and the main enemy is POWERFUL overall a good game and the translation is quite good.. I played the game
waiting for a monster to pop out.... Then I realized I was the monster.. this game dont let me to play. Spells make this game
different and this contains more.
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